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Showing Slide 1 of 3. Pre-owned Pre-owned Pre-owned. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. Description Postage and payments. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Item specifics Condition: Good : A book that has been read, but is in good condition. Minimal damage to the book cover eg. If this is a hard cover, the dust jacket may be missing. Binding has minimal wear.

The majority of pages are undamaged with some creasing or tearing, and pencil underlining of text, but this is minimal. No highlighting of text, no writing in the margins, and no missing pages. See all condition definitions — opens in a new window or tab. About this product. Business seller information. Complete information. Returns policy. Take a look at our Returning an item help page for more details. You're covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee if you receive an item that is not as described in the listing. Most purchases from business sellers are protected by the Consumer Contract Regulations which give you the right to cancel the purchase within 14 days after the day you receive the item.

Find out more about your rights as a buyer - opens in a new window or tab and exceptions - opens in a new window or tab. Postage and packaging. This item will post to Finland , but the seller hasn't specified postage options. From the author of Planes on Film, Battles on Screen offers both an analysis and celebration of cinema's engagement with World War II, discussing the actors, the locations, the vehicles and the production teams responsible for bringing these epics to life. Reaching across the decades, the impact and effectiveness of many classic war films are examined in detail, complete with full listings of their cast and crew.

Ranging from the real-life figures and historical events which lay behind many of these features to the behind-the-scenes challenges that confronted the film crews at the time of their production, Battles on Screen contains facts, statistics and critical commentary to satisfy even the most stalwart fan of the war movie genre. Barron Author. Product Details Price. Earn money by sharing your favorite books through our Affiliate program. Become an affiliate.

50 Best World War II Movies Of All Times

Product Details Price. Earn money by sharing your favorite books through our Affiliate program. Become an affiliate. About the Author Dr Colin M. When his unit is attacked by the Germans, army captain Anson John Mills hijacks an ambulance and heads across the Sahara with two nurses and a dubious South African officer in tow. Terse and stiff-lipped but never to a fault, this is one of the archetypal British combat films.

One Island! No Subtitles! This perfectly pitched two-hander might have descended into an unholy mess of sentimentality and earnestness. But Deliverance director Boorman has never had too much time for easy resolution, and maintains an even strain as his leads realise that the only way to survive is to collaborate. Spielberg, Hanks, all those Academy Awards. A repeat viewing, however, blows away the cobwebs with a furious rendition of its impossibly chipper theme tune sounds.

Ultimately, I guess the answer is yes. This insidious, softly-softly approach to the traumas suffered by the people of Paris during the occupation sets the tone for a riveting, steeply-eyed chronicle of resistance. Prison escapes are brief and unglamorous, espionage is gruelling and perilous and emotions, speeches and friendships remain suppressed at all times. A cold, meticulous drama about the pressures of propping up an entire country on your shoulders. A story of mistaken identities, backstage hi-jinks and theatrical misunderstandings set in occupied Poland, the film is genuinely funny. But if you actually stop to think about it, you may start screaming. Director: John Sturges. Maybe the most flat-out enjoyable WWII film of them all, this bank holiday classic continues to win fans, inform ad campaigns and drown out England football matches every time an impromptu rendition of its impossibly chipper theme tune sounds.

I love that film. Saul is a member of the Sonderkommando, the Jewish concentration camp prisoners tasked with dealing with the bodies of those murdered in the gas chambers. The place is a wreck. Sadly for these guests, history was about to gatecrash. Directors: Michael Powell and Emeric Pressburger. By the early s, the bloom was off the war - WWII movies no longer needed to focus exclusively on square-jawed men nobly battling fascism.

Heck, they might even suggest that the conflict took a toll on both sides. Drearlike and devastating, this was a new kind of war movie. WWII was still going on, the Nazis were an actual threat, not just movie bad guys. Those directors had personal experience with the Nazis, and obviously they had to be worried about their loved ones back home. Ten years after the liberation of the concentration camps, Alain Resnais made this mournful minute documentary that offers as clear-sighted and painful an insight into the National Socialist mindset as any film before or since.

Austerely constructed, the film simply juxtaposes German newsreel and films shot by the Allies as they liberated the camps with newly filmed shots of desolate railway sidings, empty fields and husks of buildings where thousands lost their lives. The former, co-directed with Stewart McAllister, is more sedate, a sort of Radio 4 with pictures, all twittering songbirds and the smack of leather on willow.
It was just a different breed of man. Rome, Open City drew on real issues and situations during the years of conflict. Needless to say, the brutality of the occupying regime is presented with a shocking frankness, not only its indifference to class, age, gender and religion, but its total lack of logical purpose. Rossellini shot the film using leftover celluloid from other movies, which not only lent it a gritty newsreel aesthetic, but a real sense of urgency and anguish. Three years later he would tell a similar story from a different perspective in Germany, Year Zero. I saw it the day it opened. I guess it went over my head, but I learned to appreciate it later. But one of the interesting things about Cross of Iron is that it came and went in America, but it was such a huge hit in Europe that it actually inspired rip-offs for years, which I get a huge kick out of.

And one of them is the movie that I took the name Inglourious Basterds from. Left with no other option they take refuge in the sewers, where one by one they succumb to malnutrition, madness and death. Watch them closely in the remaining hours of their lives. It cannot be overstated how heartbreaking and painful Grave of the Fireflies is, following a boy and his toddler sister as they are forced to go it alone in the Japanese wilderness as US bombers lay waste to the cities. Roger Ebert rightly named it one of the greatest war movies ever made: once seen, it will never be forgotten.

In the hands of just about any other filmmaking team this would probably have resulted in something fairly traditional: a lads-together-behind-enemy-lines actioner, perhaps. But in the hands of the most imaginative filmmakers this country has ever produced, such a straightforward narrative was unlikely. The story — of young lovers torn apart and dragged where the currents of war pull them — bucked the prevailing trend towards willing sacrifice and noble collective spirit. The film is a masterclass in economical, tight-space storytelling, piling the pressure on both characters and audience until the sprockets squeak. His subjects range from Jewish concentration camp survivors to former Nazi guards. This is sweeping oral testimony as conducted by a filmmaker who is ever-present in his film, bespectacled and smoking, pushing for detail and honesty above emotion and inexactitude.

What emerges is an unprecedented form for an unprecedented tragedy. So it was no surprise that on his return to filmmaking the Hollywood elite would line up to volunteer. Malick paints the disputed island as a lost Eden, the two opposing armies as insignificant in the face of eternal nature. The soldiers are viewed as individuals, questing souls on their own ultimately destructive spiritual journeys, but also as mere facets of the natural world, no more important than the plants, birds and insects that surround them. Forced to survive alone in the wilderness, he suffers unspeakable indignities at every turn. A disorienting, downbeat and unforgettable classic. Support Time Out directly today and help us champion the people and places which make the city tick. About us. Contact us. Time Out magazine. Discover the best of the city, first. We already have this email. Try another? Jackson and Salma Hayek return to star in this action comedy sequel. Great gift inspiration Add to Basket Sign in to add to wishlist. Also by Colin M Barron. A Life by Misadventure.

Battles on Screen: World War II Action Movies (Paperback) | Tattered Cover Book Store

Product Details Price. Earn money by sharing your favorite books through our Affiliate program. Become an affiliate. About the Author Dr Colin M. Try another? Paratroop Command Escape to Victory Read more. Stalingrad Film Drama. The Keep Film Horror. Days of Glory The Pianist Tinkling the ivories Director: Roman Polanski Cast: Adrian Brody, Thomas Kretschmann, Frank Finlay Roman Polanski kicked off the twenty-first century with a sophisticated, Oscar-winning WWII survival drama which not only offered an authentic depiction of the Warsaw ghetto, but proved that — controversy aside — the director could still deliver when it mattered. The Dam Busters Baaah baa baa baa baa baroo baaah. . . Director: Michael Anderson Cast: Richard Todd, Michael Redgrave, Ursula Jeans The famous real-life partnership of boffin scientists and plucky pilots is brought to life in a stiff-upper-lipped war film that has endured sufficiently to spark talk of a Peter Jackson remake still, alas, unmade.

I Was a Male War Bride Black Book Film Thrillers. Dutch courage Director: Paul Verhoeven Cast: Carice van Houten, Sebastian Koch, Thom Hoffmann Almost three decades after his handsome but rather sedate resistance story Soldier of Orange, shockmeister Paul Verhoeven revisited WWII for a tale of Jewish subterfuge and erotic espionage, filling the screen with all the sex, death and pubic-dyeing the earlier film sadly lacked. Battle of Britain The Inglorious Bastards Where Eagles Dare A Walk in the Sun The Inglorious Bastards 1940. The Pianist

The English Patient Germany, Pale Mother Letters From Iwo Jima Millions Like Us Ice Cold In Alex Shouting lager lager lager lager lager lager Hitler jive. . . Director: J. Hell in the Pacific Empire of the Sun Saving Private Ryan The Bridge on the River Kwai Army of Shadows Vive le resistance! Attack To Be or Not To Be Film Comedy. Funny how? The Great Escape Makes you proud to be British. Or American Director: John Sturges Director: Steve McQueen, James Garner, Richard Attenborough, James Donald Maybe the most flat-out enjoyable WWII film of them all, this bank holiday classic continues to win fans, inform ad campaigns and drown out England football matches every time an impromptu rendition of its impossibly chipper theme tune sounds. Son of Saul Downfall Only 23? The Life and Death of Colonel Blimp Ivan's Childhood Hangmen Also Die! From Here to Eternity Night And Fog The horror Director: Alain Resnais Ten years after the liberation of the concentration camps, Alain Resnais made this mournful minute documentary that offers as clear-sighted and painful an insight into the National Socialist mindset as any film before or since.


Battles on screen: World War II action movies by Colin Barron (Paperback | eBay

Director Brian G Hutton dispenses pretty much entirely with historical reality, leading some to accuse the film of trivialising the war effort. Pure pleasure. One of the lynchpins of New German Cinema and, alas, the only female-directed film on this list which says something about war movies. It may sound brutal, but Sanders-Brahms never judges her characters who are based on her own parents, bluntly demonstrating how relentlessly
grimm life in wartime can be for women as well as men. Stars: Ken Watanabe, Kazunari Ninomiya. But he made up for it with a groundbreaking one-two punch: a pair of films exploring the battle of Iwo Jima from both the American and Japanese perspectives. Flags of our Fathers was weak, exploring the American culture of war. But Letters from Iwo Jima is stunning, depicting a group of soldiers even more bound by tradition and honour than their American counterparts, trapped in an unwinnable war and dreaming only of home.

The story — of young lovers torn apart and dragged where the currents of war pull them — bucked the prevailing trend towards willing sacrifice in the remaining hours of their lives. It cannot be overstated how heartbreaking and painful Grave of the Fireflies is, following a boy and his toddler sister as they are forced to go it alone in the Japanese wilderness as US bombers lay waste to the cities. Roger Ebert rightly named it one of the greatest war movies ever made: once seen, it will never be forgotten. In the hands of just about any other filmmaking team this would probably have resulted in something fairly traditional: a lads-together-behind-enemy-lines actioner, perhaps. But in the hands of the most imaginative director, Akira Kurosawa, made this mournful minute documentary that offers as clear-sighted and painful an insight into the National Socialist mindset as any film before or since.

But Deliverance director Boorman has never had too much time for easy resolution, and maintains an even strain as his leads realise that the only way to survive is to collaborate. Spielberg, Hanks, all those Academy Awards. A repeat viewing, however, blows away the cobwebs with a furious men-in-combat film that balances comically bromance with gale-force action. Ultimately, I guess the answer is yes. This insidious, softly-softly approach to the traumas suffered by the people of Paris during the occupation sets the tone for a riveting, steely-eyed chronicle of resistance. Prison escapes are brief and unglamorous, espionage is gruelling and perilous and emotions, speeches and friendships remain suppressed at all times.

A cold, mawkish drama about the pressures of propping an entire country on your shoulders. A story of mistaken identities, backstage hi-jinks and theatrical misunderstandings set in occupied Poland, the film is genuinely funny. But if you actually stop to think about it, you may start screaming. Director: John Sturges. Maybe the most flat-out enjoyable WWII film of them all, this bank holiday classic continues to win fans, inform ad campaigns and drown out England football matches every time an impromptu rendition of its impossibly chipper theme tune sounds.

I love that film. Saul is a member of the Sonderkommando, the Jewish concentration camp prisoners tasked with dealing with the bodies of those murdered in the gas chambers. The place is a waste. Sadly for these guests, history was about to gatecrash. Directors: Michael Powell and Emeric Pressburger. By the early s, the bloom was off the war — WWII movies no longer needed to focus exclusively on square-jawed men nobly battling fascism. Heck, they might even suggest that the conflict took a toll on both sides. Dreamlike and devastating, this was a new kind of war movie. WWII was still going on, the Nazis were an actual threat, not just movie bad guys. Those directors had personal experience with the Nazis, and obviously they had to be worried about their loved ones back home. Ten years after the liberation of the concentration camps, Alain Resnais made this moulting minute documentary that offers as clear-sighted and painful an insight into the National Socialist mindset as any film before or since.

Austerely constructed, the film simply juxtaposes German newsreel and films shot by the Allies as they liberated the camps with newly filmed shots of disused railway sidings, empty fields and husks of buildings where thousands lost their lives. The former, co-directed with Stewart McAllister, is more sedate, a sort of Radio 4 with pictures, all twittering songbirds and the smack of leather on willow. It was just a different breed of man. Rome, Open City drew on real issues and situations during the years of conflict. Needless to say, the brutality of the occupying regime is presented with a shocking frankness, not only its indifference to class, age, gender and religion, but its total lack of logical purpose. Rossellini shot the film using leftover celluloid from other movies, which not only lent it a gritty newsreel aesthetic, but a real sense of urgency and anguish. Three years later he would tell a similar story from a different perspective in Germany, Year Zero.

I saw it the day it opened. I guess it went over my head, but I learned to appreciate it later. But one of the interesting things about Cross of Iron is that it came and went in America, but it was such a huge hit in Europe that it actually inspired rip-offs for years, which I get a huge kick out of. And one of them is the movie that I took the name Inglourious Basterds from.

Left with no other option they take refuge in the sewers, where one by one they succumb to malnutrition, madness and death. Watch them closely in the remaining hours of their lives. It cannot be overstated how heartbreaking and painful Grave of the Fireflies is, following a boy and his toddler sister as they are forced to go it alone in the Japanese wilderness as US bombers lay waste to the cities. Roger Ebert rightly named it one of the greatest war movies ever made: once seen, it will never be forgotten. In the hands of just about any other filmmakers this would probably have resulted in something fairly traditional: a kids-together-behind-enemy-lines actioner, perhaps. But in the hands of the most imaginative filmmakers this country has ever produced, such a straightforward narrative was unlikely.

The story — of young lovers torn apart and dragged where the currents of war pull them — bucked the prevailing trend towards willing sacrifice and noble collective spirit. The film is a masterclass in economical, tight-space storytelling, piling the pressure on both characters and audience until the sprockets squeak. His subjects range from Jewish concentration camp survivors to former Nazi guards. This is sweeping oral testimony as conducted by a filmmaker who is ever-present in his film, bespectacled and smoking, pushing for detail and honesty above emotion and inexactitude.

What emerges is an unprecedented form for an unprecedented tragedy. So it was no surprise that on his return to filmmaking the Hollywood elite would line up to volunteer. Malik paints the disputed island as a lost Eden, the two opposing armies as insignificant in the face of eternal nature. The soldiers are viewed as individuals, questing souls on their own ultimately destructive spiritual journeys, but also as mere facets of the natural world, no more important than the plants, birds and insects that surround them.

Forced to survive alone in the wilderness, he suffers unspeakable indignities at every turn. A disorienting, downbeat and unforgettable classic.

Support TIME Out directly today and help us champion the people and places which make the city tick. About us. Contact us. TIME Out magazine. Discover the best of the city, first. We already have this email. Try another? Paratroop Command Escape to Victory Read more. Stalingrad Film Dram. The Keep Film Horror. Days of Glory The Pianist Tinkling the ivories Director: Roman Polanski Cast: Adrian Brody, Thomas Kretschmann, Frank Finlay Roman Polanski kicked off the twenty-first century with a sophisticated, Oscar-winning WWII survival drama which
not only offered an authentic depiction of the Warsaw ghetto, but proved that — controversy aside — the director could still deliver when it mattered.

The Dam Busters Buuh buh buh buh buuh… Director: Michael Anderson Cast: Richard Todd, Michael Redgrave, Ursula Jeans

The famous real-life partnership of boffin scientists and plucky pilots is brought to life in a stiff-upper-lipped war film that has endured sufficiently to spark talk of a Peter Jackson remake still, alas, unmade. I Was a Male War Bride Black Book Film Thrillers.

Dutch courage Director: Paul Verhoeven Cast: Carice van Houten, Sebastian Koch, Thom Hoffman

Almost three decades after his handsome but rather sedate resistance story Soldier of Orange, shockmeister Paul Verhoeven revisited WWII for a tale of Jewish subterfuge and erotic espionage, filling the screen with all the sex, death and pubic-dyeing the earlier film sadly lacked. Battle of Britain The Inglorious Bastards Where Eagles Dare A Walk in the Sun

Kelly's Heroes Enter your postcode and search for your nearest Hive network shop. Supporting your high street Find out how ». Click here to login. Free home delivery in the UK or Menu Books. Now available in paperback Entangled Life The smash-hit Sunday Times bestseller that will transform your understanding of our planet and life itself. Shop Now. The bestselling novel from Elif Shafak The Island of Missing Trees Prize-winning author Elif Shafak brings us a rich, magical tale of belonging and identity, love and trauma, memory and amnesia, human-induced destruction of nature, and, finally, renewal.

Jackson and Salma Hayek return to star in this action comedy sequel. Great gift inspiration Add to Basket Sign in to add to wishlist. Also by Colin M Barron. A Life by Misadventure. Codename Enigma. Newsletter Sign up to the hive. Enter name.